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        Yes           No 
Schoolchild knows where to take contact in the case of an emergency?................... 
He knows the emergency number 112?................................................................... 
He knows how to call there in case of an emergency?.............................................. 
 
He knows where to find the First Aid Kit?………………………..............………. 
He knows that there is no running nor playing on the staircase?………………. 
He knows that there is window holders preventing falling from windows?....… 
 
He knows that the playgrounds swinging area and climbing frame are safe?.... 
He knows that there are no objects and goods on the passages  
where one can stumble?................................................................................................ 
Have you taken care of that only one by one jumps on the trampoline and  
there is a security net?............................................................................................... 
Is there a correctly placed smoke alarm on the roof?.......................................… 
Is there functioning batteries in the smoke alarm?……………………………… 
 
Have you been testing the smoke alarm mounthly ?……………………………….. 
Do you have Rescue Plan?………………….…….……………………………….. 
Does the schoolchild know what to do in case of fire?....……………......……… 
Have you agreed which electronic devices the schoolchild is allowed to use?... 
 
Does he know how to use electronic devices in a safe way?.....................................  
Is he allowed to use matches without parent’s presence?………………............... 
Do you keep household chemicals in their original packages and  
out of reach for a schoolchild?………………..…..................................................…. 
Do you keep alcohol beverages out of the schoolchild’s reach?………………… 
 
Does the schoolchild know the safest way to the school?...........…………………… 
Does he know the main traffic rules?...................................................................... 
Does he use seat belt and when necessary booster seat in the car?………......… 
Does he use protective helmet when cycling?…………………………….……... 
 
Is he using safety equipment white roller skating or skating?................................. 
Does he know how to use lift correctly?.........…………………………................. 
Does he know where is the safest place in the lift?.........………………………… 
Is the schoolchild a swimmer?.……………………………………............................. 
Have you agreed where the schoolchild is allowed to move around 
while outside?................................................................................................................ 
Is he holding telephone numbers of some adult and parents?…............…………. 
 
Does he know the number to The Poison Information Centre 09 471 977?....... 
 
For safer home          Further information www.kolumbus.fi/hvssy 


